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0 of 0 review helpful It s not your typical happy ending but more of real life story By Ellen Montgomery This book 
really gets you to think about the consequences of one s sin From the very beginning I didn t know were this story was 
going so it is a bit intriguing It s not your typical happy ending but more of real life story I think the author could have 
pointed the reader more toward God I was a little disappointed Roland Sefton fled England mysteriously after he stole 
10 000 pounds from his own bank As time progressed the widely varied effects of this wrongdoing included isolation 
ruined lives shame and death Toward the end of the story only time circumstances forgiveness and the grace of God 
could heal what had occurred ldquo He could not unravel the warp and woof of his life The gossamer threads of the 
webs he had begun to weave about himself so lightly in the heyday of About the Author HESBA STRETTON 1832 
ndash 1911 was born in Wellington England She had the good fortune of being able to read books from her father 
rsquo s bookshop a printer of evangelical literature Her mother was a strong evangelical but died when Sara 
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